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ABSTRACT
Sustainable intensiﬁcation (SI) is promoted as a rural development paradigm for sub-
Saharan Africa. Achieving SI requires smallholder farmers to have access to
information that is context-speciﬁc, increases their decision-making capacities, and
adapts to changing environments. Current extension services often struggle to
address these needs. New mobile phone-based services can help. In order to
enhance the public extension service in Tanzania, we created a digital service that
addresses smallholder farmers’ diﬀerent information needs for implementing SI.
Using a co-design methodology – User-Centered Design – we elicited feedback
from farmers and extension agents in Tanzania to create a new digital information
service, called Ushauri. This automated hotline gives farmers access to a set of pre-
recorded messages. Additionally, farmers can ask questions in a mailbox. Extension
agents then listen to these questions through an online platform, where they
record and send replies via automated push-calls. A test with 97 farmers in
Tanzania showed that farmers actively engaged with the service to access
agricultural advice. Extension agents were able to answer questions with reduced
workload compared to conventional communication channels. This study illustrates
how User-Centered Design can be used to develop information services for
complex and resource-restricted smallholder farming contexts.
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To combat hunger and malnutrition, agricultural pro-
duction needs to increase globally, and not least in
many regions of sub-Saharan Africa (Godfray &
Garnett, 2014). Yet agricultural expansion into
natural ecosystems is not a reasonable option, as
global land use change is already threatening vital
ecosystem services, including carbon sequestration
in savannahs, forests and wetlands (Rockström et al.,
2017). Therefore, sustainable intensiﬁcation (SI) has
been proposed as a multi-objective paradigm, com-
bining yield increases with long-term socio-economic
and environmental improvements (Garnett et al.,
2013; Loos et al., 2014; Pretty, 1997). SI represents a
goal, rather than the pathway to achieve it, and
requires diﬀerent actions in diﬀerent contexts (Ollen-
burger, Crane, Descheemaeker, & Giller, 2019; Peter-
sen & Snapp, 2015). To achieve lasting adoption of SI
practices by smallholders in sub-Saharan Africa,
three main knowledge and information challenges
need to be overcome. The ﬁrst challenge is that
farmers must be enabled to identify the right solutions
for speciﬁc contexts (Godfray, 2015; Petersen & Snapp,
2015). The heterogeneity of farming systems, market
opportunities, and agro-climate may require a diver-
sity of changes at diﬀerent spatial scales, as no
single SI practice is viable everywhere (Sinclair &
Coe, 2019); The second challenge is that many SI prac-
tices require farmers to acquire complex knowledge.
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Simplistic recommendations may not be adequate for
supporting successful SI adoption. For example, Inte-
grated Pest Management requires farmers to recog-
nize pests and their natural enemies, and to respond
with diﬀerent actions depending on the context
(Pretty, 2018). A third challenge in ensuring adoption
of SI is that farmers need to be empowered for lifelong
learning and autonomous experimentation, to learn
about new practices as well as to adapt and further
develop introduced technologies. Therefore, they
need constant access to diverse SI-related infor-
mation, to support ongoing, ﬂexible adaptation to
changing pressures and opportunities (Brown,
Nuberg, & Llewellyn, 2017; Pretty & Bharucha, 2014;
van Etten et al., 2019).
Thus, the inherent characteristics of SI imply that
farmers need information that is not only easily acces-
sible, but also context-speciﬁc and open to feedback
and iterative adjustment. Addressing these complex
knowledge and information needs via conventional
extension services is often challenging. Extension ser-
vices often have insuﬃcient ﬁnancial resources and
staﬀ to carry out extensive ﬁeld visits and demon-
strations. Consequently, disseminated advice is
rather generic and frequently does not reach house-
holds in remote areas (Feder, Anderson, Birner, & Dei-
ninger, 2010; Taylor & Bhasme, 2018). One opportunity
has been information delivery via broadcast media
(radio, television, DVDs). These media allow wide dis-
semination of agricultural contents without local pres-
ence of extension agents (Zoundji, Okry, Vodouhê, &
Bentley, 2018). However, they oﬀer limited opportu-
nities for incorporating feedback from listeners. In
addition, farmers are often required to tune in at set
times. New digital services that use mobile phones
have potential to address these limitations, since
they enable on-demand access to content and
support pluralistic, two-way information ﬂows
(Munthali et al., 2018). Mobile telephones beneﬁt
from a network coverage that is nearing ubiquity,
and their penetration in sub-Saharan Africa is continu-
ously growing (GSMA, 2019a).
Due to these opportunities, numerous digital ser-
vices have been developed in recent years to
improve smallholder farmers’ access to agricultural
information (Baumüller, 2018; Fabregas, Kremer, &
Schilbach, 2019). Many existing solutions focus on sup-
porting speciﬁc transactions along the value chain,
such as providing market prices through SMS (Batche-
lor, Scott, Manfre, & Edwards, 2014). It has been noted,
however, that many mobile information services make
limited use of the possibility of two-way communi-
cation, reinforcing a top-down, one-size-ﬁts-all
approach in extension (Baumüller, 2018; Sulaiman V,
Hall, Kalaivani, Dorai, & Reddy, 2012). A number of
digital information services already integrate two-way
communication and involve farmers in content creation
(Haider Rizvi, 2011; Patel, Chittamuru, Jain, Dave, &
Parikh, 2010). The challenge is to direct such eﬀorts
towards SI, which requires tailored advice.
In this paper, we explore how a digital information
service can contribute more speciﬁcally to SI. This
implies simultaneously addressing the three knowl-
edge and information challenges mentioned above:
the provision of agricultural advice that (a) caters for
the heterogeneity of farming systems, (b) involves
relatively complex agricultural practices, and (c)
adapts to changing needs, to enable continuous inno-
vation processes. The study took place in the context
of the public extension system of Tanzania. To adjust
the novel service to this context, the design process
needed to avoid large gaps between design and
reality, which have often limited the subsequent
adoption of digital services by farmers (Dodson, Ster-
ling, & Bennett, 2012; Heeks, 2002; Masiero, 2016).
We implemented a user-centred design process,
which helped to understand existing information
needs, to select matching technologies, and to adapt
them with feedback from prospective users. The
objective of our study was to create a mobile infor-
mation service that transforms how extension agents
and farmers communicate with each other and that
targets these three challenges. Here, we describe the
design process, the new service and empirical insights
from a ﬁrst use phase.
2. Methods
2.1 Study area and context
We carried out research in Tanzania, where the gov-
ernment has launched several policies recognizing
the importance of ICT tools for information dissemina-
tion and supporting the introduction of mobile
phones for agriculture (URT, 2013, 2015). Our research
took part in six districts of South-East Tanzania: Lindi
DC, Masasi, Nachingwea, Nanyumbu, Ruangwa, and
Tunduru (Figure 1). The study area has a tropical
savannah climate. Agriculture is based on maize,
cassava, pulses, and oil seeds (Perfect & Majule,
2010). Groundnuts are of high economic importance
in the area, but many farmers lack knowledge on
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disease management (Daudi, Shimelis, Laing, Okori, &
Mponda, 2018). In the study zone, crop yields are
below the national average and poverty rates are
above the national average (Perfect & Majule, 2010).
The design of the new information service focused
on reducing aﬂatoxin contamination in groundnut
production. Our work accompanied ongoing research
eﬀorts at the Tanzania Agricultural Research Institute-
Naliendele (TARI-Naliendele) on this topic. Aﬂatoxins
are produced by fungi of the genus Aspergillus,
which can attack groundnuts at any moment during
the planting cycle and post-harvest. Consuming con-
taminated produce can have health repercussions,
including liver failure and stunted growth (Robens &
Richard, 1992). Many import countries of groundnuts,
including the European Union, have strictly regulated
acceptable aﬂatoxin levels (Otsuki, Wilson, & Sewadeh,
2001). Thus, for farmers, controlling Aspergillus out-
breaks through good agricultural practice implies
increased nutritional and commercial value of pro-
duction (Dorner, 2008). Improved household nutrition,
increased agricultural income, and higher labour pro-
ductivity are widely accepted goals of SI (Smith et al.,
2017). Therefore, TARI-Naliendele promoted the rec-
ommended agronomic techniques by sensitizing
farmers about the importance of aﬂatoxin prevention.
2.2 Design methodology
2.2.1. Overview
Our goal was to design and test a new information
service that addresses the speciﬁc information and
communication challenges of SI in smallholder
context. To create this service, we adapted and
applied a methodology of ‘user-centered design’ (Gulli-
ksen et al., 2003). In user-centred design, preferences
and needs of anticipated end-users of the product or
service are analysed early in the process, in order to
maximize usability. The future users of the service (e.g.
farmers, extension agents) are involved in the design
process, including in the specifying the problem, select-
ing partial solutions and providing inputs for reﬁning
a viable new tool or service through iterative trials.
Following a ﬁve-step methodology, we moved from a
broad problem and its context to a speciﬁc solution.
2.2.2. Step 1: context exploration
As a ﬁrst step in the design process, we needed to
understand existing constraints of farmers’ access to
agricultural information, in order to specify existing
(partial) solutions and their limitations. To this end,
we carried out interviews with 15 local smallholder
farmers previously identiﬁed as having successfully
implemented SI practices (Steinke et al., 2019a). These
interviews served to understand how these farmers
access agricultural information, highlighting which
channels they prefer along with their respective limit-
ations. In addition, we carried out two unstructured
interviews with agricultural extension agents aﬃliated
with TARI-Naliendele. The goal of these interviews
was to understand the diﬀerent types of information
ﬂows available to farmers, and their limitations as
perceived by the agricultural extension agents.
2.2.3. Step 2: design criteria
Using insights from the interviews and drawing from
the literature on SI, we deﬁned several core
Figure 1. Research area. The six study districts are highlighted. Neighbouring countries are marked with ISO two-letter country codes. Data
source: Humanitarian Data Exchange (HDX).
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requirements that needed to be addressed by the
design of a new information service for SI (see Table 1).
2.2.4. Step 3: design decisions
In brainstorming sessions, we used the generated
insights about available and preferred information
channels and communication technologies to take
several preliminary, interrelated design decisions. For
each design criterion deﬁned in step 2, we took a
design decision, based on how a mobile phone-
based solution could address it (see Section 3.1.
below).
2.2.5. Step 4: prototype speciﬁcation
Starting from the semi-speciﬁed design based on our
design decisions, we combined diﬀerent design
options into alternative, coherent prototypes of the
information service. These prototypical designs were
tested with two groups of potential future users (6
women and men farmers, 8 extension agents) in two
one-day workshops, which took place in December
2018 at the facilities of TARI-Naliendele. Simple
‘mockups’ that simulated the intended information
service were created. We varied simulated character-
istics across multiple tests and observed user behavior
and reactions. We observed farmers’ and extension
agents’ interactions with these mockups and recorded
their usage behavior, including misunderstandings.
We jointly discussed users’ perceptions of the
various prototypes and took decisions on the eventual
design. Based on the decisions taken with farmers and
agricultural extension agents, we eventually deter-
mined the characteristics of the service.
2.2.6. Step 5: pilot implementation and
evaluation
We created a test version of the mobile information
service and tested it with 97 farmers from the study
area (among which 47 women) during a piloting
phase of 28 days. Groundnut farmers were selected
from communities previously involved in groundnut
research activities by TARI-Naliendele. All test users
received an initial training on the use of the new
service. In one-day training events, TARI-Naliendele
researchers presented the new service and registered
participating farmers, using the ‘ODK Collect’ smart-
phone application (ODK, 2019). Every participant
saved the phone number belonging to the service in
their personal mobile phone. In addition, every
farmer received an airtime voucher equivalent to
approximately 35 min of using the service. After the
pilot, we evaluated the usage data, including fre-
quency and duration of calls, and options selected.
Public extension agents in charge of the communities
were approached and recruited for the pilot. Eight
agents received training and a user manual in local
language.
To evaluate the pilot, a household survey was con-
ducted shortly after the pilot in the research region by
TARI-Naliendele. This survey included 14 of the
farmers who had used the service and 107 non-partici-
pants, both groups planting groundnuts in their ﬁelds.
Table 1. Design criteria for a new information service to support SI and public extension services.
Challenge Design criterion Explanation of criterion
Farmers need to identify the right solutions to their speciﬁc
context, since farming systems, market opportunities and
agro-climate are heterogeneous and there is not a single SI
practice that is viable everywhere
Context
speciﬁcity
The service should respond to diverse farming contexts,
providing advisory messages adapted to diﬀerent realities,
from which farmers can chose.
Many SI practices require farmers to acquire complex




SI-related practices have highly context-dependent beneﬁts
and dis-beneﬁts, so farmers need diverse views to take
informed adoption decisions.
Farmers need constant access to diverse SI-related
information to support ﬂexible adaptation to changing
pressures and opportunities.
Adaptability The service should generate recurrent insights into changing
and emerging knowledge and information needs, allowing
the service to respond to these changes.
Extension services face a lack of economic and human
resources which limits the farmers they can reach.
Resource
eﬃciency
Compared to conventional advisory formats, the service
should deliver more advisory messages per unit of time,
making more eﬀective use of available resources for
extension services.
Current media oﬀering agricultural content as TV and radio
broadcast the information on speciﬁc times. Farmers reach
extension agents through phone when there is some
urgent, but the extension agent is not always available.
Constant
availability
Farmers should be able to access information anywhere at
any time, being able to apply the advice without delay in
their farms. Also they should be able to communicate on
time any issue, especially those that require fast action.
Extension agents cannot report easily their success to their
supervisors.
Accountability The platform should provide impartial data about extension
delivery.
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We used data from this survey to quantify the eﬀects of
having access to the service, in terms of adoption of
new practices in groundnut farming. We deﬁned six
domains of farming in which innovations were pro-
moted: ﬁeld preparation, timing, pest management,
disease management, harvesting, and post-harvest
handling. For each domain, we asked farmers whether
they had adopted new practices in the latest growing
season. We tested for diﬀerences between the partici-
pants and non-participants, evaluating in how many
domains they had adopted new practices. In addition,
the 14 farmers were asked to evaluate the service
using the ‘system usability score’ (SUS) (Brooke, 1996).
SUS ranges from 0 to 100 and is measured on the
basis of a standardized survey, where users indicate
their agreement with ten statements on Likert scale.
3. Results
3.1 Design process
3.1.1. Step 1: context of agricultural information
access
Interviews with farmers revealed the most important
channels for receiving agricultural information along
with their limitations. Firstly, agricultural TV and
radio shows were widely popular. Given the lack of
content schedules, however, farmers could not antici-
pate whether a TV or radio broadcast was relevant to
them. Furthermore, the high labour burden of farming
and associated activities meant it was challenging to
ﬁt the broadcasts with farmers’ daily routines. Sec-
ondly, direct phone calls to agricultural extension
agents were a widespread way to access relevant
information. However, during peak agricultural
season, extension staﬀ was often overwhelmed with
calls due to a high number of farmers per extension
agent. At these times, it was hard for farmers to
access information through phone calls. These
insights about farmers’ information-seeking prefer-
ences drove our design decisions that deﬁned a pre-
liminary service prototype, involving (a) pre-recorded
‘radio-like’ audio messages, (b) phone calls, and (c)
on-demand access to advisory contents, to ensure
that messages are relevant to farmers.
The interviews with extension agents highlighted
the limitations they face in terms of low ﬁnancial
resources and staﬃng levels, which increase their
workload and limit their ability to reach all farmers.
Oﬃce tasks, such as reporting, reduce the time they
can dedicate to farmers’ issues, such as answering
urgent questions or giving trainings. Extension
agents also mentioned that they cannot easily report
their successes to their supervisors.
3.1.2. Step 2: design criteria
To ensure the digital information service addresses
the knowledge and information challenges imposed
by SI, we deﬁned three design criteria. Three
additional criteria were deﬁned to address observed
limitations of the public extension service (Table 1).
3.1.3. Step 3: design decisions
For each of these design criteria, we took a design
decision, specifying how a mobile phone-based infor-
mation service could comply with the design criteria.
Context speciﬁcity: The service uses a hotline with
interactive voice response (IVR) technology (‘press 1
for topic X, press 2 for topic Y… ’). IVR menus can
be customized for diﬀerent groups of users, e.g. to
reﬂect diﬀerent agro-ecological zones, diﬀerences in
age or gender. Due to the small scale of our pilot,
however, this user disaggregation was not
implemented in practice.
Diverse perspectives: Information is delivered in the
form of pre-recorded audio messages, which allows
detailed explanations and integrates diﬀerent, comp-
lementary sources of information, including special-
ized researchers and local, experienced farmers.
Adaptability: Through their phones, farmers can
submit questions. At the online platform, extension
agents attribute keywords to these. Analysing key-
words and more in-depth qualitative analysis of the
topics allows identifying needs for new, additional
audio messages or required changes to existing
audio messages.
Resource eﬃciency: Common questions are
answered by the existing advisory audio messages,
available through the IVR menu without further per-
sonal interaction with extension staﬀ. Consequently,
extension staﬀ may dedicate resources, such as tele-
phone calls and ﬁeld visits, to more infrequent and
unusual questions.
Constant availability: Information is provided via an
automated hotline that gives access to pre-recorded
messages and a mailbox. The service is available at
any time.
Accountability: An online platform allows keeping
track of the number of calls, choices made by callers
in the IVR menu, duration of call, and numbers of
questions made by farmers and answers provided by
extension agent.
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3.1.4. Step 4: prototyping sessions
Based on the design decisions, we developed various
prototypes of the diﬀerent components of an audio-
based mobile agricultural information service. The pro-
totypes included diﬀerent layouts of the audio mess-
ages and the IVR menu. In participatory workshops
with farmers and extension agents, the diﬀerent proto-
types of the service were jointly assessed and further
speciﬁed through focus group discussions.
To discuss the design of audio messages, we lis-
tened to examples taken from the radio as well as
examples recorded earlier with members of the local
community. These sample messages varied in
language (English/Swahili), narrators’ background
(farmer/agronomist/radio host), and length (between
2 and 10 min). It was decided that each audio
message should include at least two diﬀerent voices:
an agronomist to provide accurate technical infor-
mation, and an experienced farmer to explain practical
aspects supported by experience. The agronomist
should be from the local community or should rep-
resent a well-known, reputable institution. Messages
should not exceed 5 min, to limit the risk of fatigue
and distraction.
To determine the ideal design of the hierarchical IVR
menu, we simulated two options by acting out the
menu. A member of the research team ‘played’ the
IVR, while a farmer/extension agent made choices. One
of the alternative menus was narrow (two options per
choice, but up to ﬁve choices before reaching a menu
end node) while the other was shallow (maximum
three choices, but up to seven options to choose
from). This exercise revealed that the number of alterna-
tive options per IVR menu level should not exceed ﬁve.
As for contents, it was agreed that the service
should provide information along the whole (ground-
nut) value chain. Pests and diseases should receive
special attention, as information needs are most
urgent in the light of ongoing pest attacks. Users
stated the importance of recording contents in local
language (Swahili). Extension agents emphasized the
need for standardizing answers to farmers’ questions,
so that answers, once recorded, could be used in mul-
tiple instances.
3.2 Design product: Ushauri mobile advisory
service
3.2.1. Overview
We created a functioning information service called
Ushauri, the Swahili word for advice. The service
consists of two integrated components (Figure 2): A
mobile phone-mediated advisory service for farmers,
and an online platform where agricultural extension
agents manage their digital communication with
farmers.
3.2.2. First service component: IVR advisory
hotline for farmers
The Ushauri hotline grants farmers 24/7 access to a
set of pre-recorded standard audio messages.
Through touch tones, farmers use their mobile
phones to navigate the IVR menu to select and
listen to various pre-recorded agro-advisory mess-
ages (Figure 3). In addition, users may record
further questions and comments in an automated
mailbox. These recordings are then sent as audio
ﬁles to the advisor’s online dashboard, where they
appear along with the name of the farmer who
made the question (Figure 4).
The set of pre-recorded audio messages was
created by TARI-Naliendele about the topics shown
in Figure 3. These messages integrated inputs from
agronomists, extension agents, and experienced
local farmers. The length of these messages ranges
from about 2 to 5:30 min (4 min on average). In
the audio messages, an experienced farmer shares
their experience with the respective topic, but also
introduces themselves and leaves a phone number.
This allows listening users to contact that expert
farmer for further information exchange or arranging
a visit.
Before being able to use Ushauri, each farmer
needs to be registered by extension staﬀ using the
free ‘ODK collect’ smartphone application. Farmers
are registered with their personal phone number to
a local advisory group, which has one or more exten-
sion agents assigned. Registering each farmer to an
advisory group allows assigning diﬀerent IVR menus,
with diﬀerent sets of audio ﬁles, to diﬀerent groups.
This way, callers are individually identiﬁed and can
be targeted with locally relevant information.
3.2.3. Second service component: online
platform for agricultural extension agents
At the online platform, registered agricultural exten-
sion agents can listen to the recorded questions
asked by the farmers assigned to them. Newly sent
farmer questions are automatically highlighted (see
orange ‘Active’ box in Figure 4). Extension agents
can directly record answers, which are then sent as
automated calls to the farmers who had asked the
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questions. When a farmer misses the call, the dash-
board will notify the extension agent, who can re-
send the same audio message at any later
moment (see pink ‘Reply failed’ box in Figure 4).
Once a reply has been recorded, the platform
allows extension agents to send the same message
to multiple farmers who ask the same question at
later moments. Furthermore, extension agents
assign to each question one or more thematic key-
words, for example, ‘seed varieties’.
3.2.4. Roles of diﬀerent user types
There are three main user types in the system:
extension agents, farmers, and the system adminis-
trator. Each can perform diﬀerent functions
through one of three diﬀerent digital tools: The
online platform (accessible through computers or
smartphones), the ‘ODK Collect’ application, and
the IVR hotline (Table 2).
3.3. Pilot implementation
3.3.1. Service deployment
The hotline uses an automated call-in IVR system
developed by Bioversity International through an
international mobile phone provider called Twilio.
We could not identify an aﬀordable local VoIP provider
in time for the ﬁeld activities to start. Therefore, for
piloting purposes, we used a Kenyan telephone
number. This implied that farmers needed to make
international calls, making the service more costly
for Tanzanian users than if it had been oﬀered via a
local hotline number. In 2018 this service had a line
maintenance cost of USD 20 per month. We also had
to pay a rate for income calls of USD 0.10 per
minute. The cost to the farmers was USD 0.28 per
min, an usually high rate, due to the use of a
Kenyan receiving number. We provided small incen-
tives in the form of USD 10 airtime to stimulate
farmers to call.
3.3.2. User experience
In ﬁrst tests, it was found that the eight extension
agents originally trained in using the system experi-
enced insuﬃcient mobile internet connectivity,
which is needed for uploading answers. Therefore,
two extension agents stationed at TARI-Naliendele
(with ﬁxed broadband internet access) were
engaged for the pilot. The 14 farmers who had used
Ushauri and were surveyed gave the service an
average system usability score (SUS) of 80, which is
between ‘good’ and ‘excellent’ (Brooke, 2013).
3.3.3. Overview of calls
Of the registered farmers, 84 (86%) decided to call
Ushauri hotline at least once. The share of women
Figure 2. The integrated components of the Ushauri information service
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Figure 3. Call tree of the IVR menu implemented at the Ushauri hotline. The numbers denote the number of times each end node was accessed
during the pilot phase.
Figure 4. The question-and-answer dashboard at Ushauri.info. (1) Local advisory groups, (2) Question status, where ‘active’ (orange) is a new
question, ‘completed’ (blue) means the reply was sent successfully, and ‘reply failed’ (pink) means the farmer did not pick up the phone, (3)
Name of the farmer who made the question (Figure features fake names for illustration purpose) (4) Keywords added by the advisor to the ques-
tion, (5) Name of the reply message sent to farmers, (6) Buttons for listening to the question (white), recording and sending a reply (green),
listening to the reply sent by the advisor (blue), re-sending a failed reply (red), and adding/editing keywords (orange).
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among active users represented their share in the total
registered population. These users made a total of 389
calls. There were 14 calls per day on average, but 92%
of the calls were made in the ﬁrst two weeks (Figure 5).
Individual users made 4.6 calls on average. The dur-
ation of calls was unevenly distributed (median dur-
ation: 44 s), with 126 calls (33%) longer than 60 s. All
in all, 219 individual calls (58%) successfully navigated
the IVR menu to reach an end node, i.e. either listening
to an agro-advisory audio message (65 calls) or record-
ing a question (154 calls) (Figures 3 and 5). While the
other 170 calls (42%) failed to navigate the IVR
menu up to an end node, only two individual
farmers never reached an end node. The share of
failed calls (calls that did not reach an end node)
remained constant over the course of the pilot (see
Figure 5).
3.3.4. Farmers’ questions
Of the 154 calls reaching the mailbox feature for
recording questions, 49 were not real questions.
These callers expected to be connected to a live
operator. So, instead of making a question, the
farmers hung up when nobody answered their
greeting. To these users, the agricultural extension
agents sent a standard message explaining the
error and encouraging them to call again. Among
the remaining 105 questions, 13 were repetitions,
where individual farmers called more than once
asking the same question. This means 92 individual
farmer questions were made during the pilot. All
records were listened to by one of the two assigned
extension agents, using the Ushauri.info
online dashboard on a laptop. The extension
agents attributed keywords to the questions. Using
these keywords, we clustered the questions by the
major stages of the planting cycle (Table 3 and
Figure 6).
3.3.5. Extension agents’ answers
The agricultural extension agents answered all ques-
tions through the online platform. Because some
questions were asked in similar form by diﬀerent
farmers, some answer recordings could be sent mul-
tiple times: For example, 19 farmers had asked about
‘timing and land preparation’, so the same answer,
recorded once, was sent 19 times (see Table 3). All
in all, answering the 92 questions required recording
33 replies. This means that each recorded answer
was sent, on average, to 2.8 farmers. The advisor
assigned to answer farmers’ questions spent about
one hour per day listening to questions and replying
them, which in some cases involved doing literature
research or asking colleagues for information. The
mean waiting time for farmers to get an answer
was 18 h (SD = 23 h). Standard deviation is high
because some questions were made just before holi-
days and farmers had to wait until working days to
get the answer. When the extension agent had to do
background research, this also increased the waiting
time of farmers.
3.3.6. Eﬀects on adoption
The 14 farmers who had used Ushauri stated having
implemented new practices in an average of 3.6
Table 2. Functions of the Ushauri system per user type.
User Function Medium Description
Administrator Create IVR menus Online platform Adding the voice prompts and audio messages that farmers for each
group will access
Administrator Create advisory groups Online platform Creating diﬀerent groups for disaggregating advice, e.g. by region
Administrator Register extension agents and
assign them to groups
Online platform Extension agents are in charge of replying to questions made by
farmers. Each advisory group can have more than one advisor.
Administrator Analyse usage data Online platform Access to usage statistics, e.g. number of calls, keywords added, etc.
Extension
agent
Register farmers ODK collect Registering farmers to an existing local advisory group
Extension
agent
Reply to questions Online platform Listening to the questions made by farmers and sending answers by
recording a new message or selecting an existing answer
Extension
agent
Add keywords Online platform Adding thematic keywords to the farmers’ questions.
Extension
agent
Create audios Online platform New audios can be recorded when a topic is highly demanded by the
community
Farmer Listen to audios IVR call Navigating through the IVR menu to select an audio advisory message
Farmer Record questions IVR call Making any further question or suggestion
Farmer Listen to answer Automated
push-call
Farmers receive an automated call when an answer is sent by their
extension agent.
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domains of groundnut production. This number was
1.2 for the 107 non-participants included in the
survey, a signiﬁcantly lower value (t-test, p < 0.01).
4. Discussion
4.1 Access to information on Sustainable
Intensiﬁcation
Our design and implementation of Ushauri, a
mobile advisory service for small-scale farmers in
Tanzania, explored how a user-centred design
process can generate an information service for
Sustainable Intensiﬁcation in the context of public
extension services that gets actively used by
small-scale farmers. The platform has three speciﬁc
features that address the Sustainable Intensiﬁcation
challenge.
Firstly, it intends to provide context-speciﬁc infor-
mation. Since farmers need to be assigned to a
speciﬁc advisory group on registration, along with
other users that share certain characteristics (e.g.
same agro-ecological zone), diﬀerent user sub-
groups can be targeted with alternative IVR menus
containing diﬀerent audio messages. Secondly, the
service increases farmers’ capacities to implement
Figure 5. Number of audio messages listened, questions made by farmers and failed calls, per day.
Figure 6. Number of questions by major stage in the growing cycle.
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changes relevant to SI by integrating diverse perspec-
tives on each topic. By including advice from both
agronomists and experienced farmers from the com-
munity, Ushauri integrates formal and informal infor-
mation sources, which has been shown to be crucial
for successful agricultural transformation (Šūmane
et al., 2018). This way, the service helps to make tacit
knowledge explicit and supports its dissemination.
Thirdly, the service can support adaptability to chan-
ging circumstances by the analysis of keywords
added to farmers’ questions. This analysis can reveal
emerging information needs in the community. In
our pilot implementation, for example, the large
number of farmer questions around land preparation
supports the need for recording an additional stan-
dard audio message about this topic, and adding it
to the IVR hotline. Such adaptive development of
the hotline can also be used to further improve
context-speciﬁcity of the information provided via
the hotline.
Ushauri can support an ‘ecological knowledge
system’ by providing not only information, but also
facilitating communication among farmers who
might not otherwise be in contact (Kendall &
Dearden, 2017; Röling & Jiggins, 1996). The service is
a channel of exchange: Firstly, by actively involving
farmers in the production of audio messages and pro-
viding their contacts for further communication
outside the platform, thereby strengthening commu-
nity interaction. And secondly, through the question-
answering feature, which connects farmers with
extension agents. This feature, however, could be
further improved, for example, by letting farmers
answer questions from fellow farmers (Patel et al.,
2010). It needs to be tested whether or not, in our
context, farmer-generated answers need a strong
curation eﬀort to ensure suﬃcient audio quality as
well as relevant and technically correct contents.
Ushauri enabled farmers to access relevant infor-
mation quickly. In many cases, this may be even
faster than calling their local extension agents directly,
who often cannot respond immediately. Through
Ushauri, test users had immediate access to the pre-
recorded messages, and received answers to their
further questions within less than one day, on average.
4.2 Evidencing and improving extension
performance
Our results suggest that the platform has the potential
to signiﬁcantly increase the eﬃciency of extension ser-
vices. By storing farmers’ questions in the online dash-
board, Ushauri allowed extension agents to respond at
a self-deﬁned time of the day, reducing the level of
phone call interruptions in daily work routine. Further-
more, it reduces the time required by extension
agents to answer farmers’ question through tele-
phone calls. The fact that extension agents were
able to send many recorded answers to more than
one farmer implies an important gain in eﬃciency.
The rate of message re-use could go up as the plat-
form is used over longer periods. Compared to the
alternative scenario of individual phone calls, this
suggests that Ushauri can increase the number of
farmers receiving answers, as many direct phone
calls to the extension agent would have been left
unanswered. Likewise, the potential reduction of
Table 3. Overview of thematic keywords assigned to questions asked
by farmers in the Ushauri hotline

















Pests and diseases Leaf spot 1
Rust disease 1
Rosette disease 4
























Nutrition Consumption per year 1
Market Price 3
Total 92
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extension agents’ labour burden can free time that
can be invested in creating new high-quality mess-
ages or addressing more complicated questions
through background research.
The platform collects data potentially useful for
auditing actual information delivery to smallholder
farmers. For example, coverage rates (the proportions
of farmers having access to extension) and number of
extension contacts per season are relevant statistics.
This is important because the quality of extension ser-
vices is often only partially measured, limiting oppor-
tunities for performance management and
accountability (Anderson & Feder, 2004). In our
small-scale pilot, 84% of the farmers had a mean of
4.6 extension contacts in a month, which exceeded
values found in literature (Abdulai, 2016; Krishnan &
Patnam, 2014). Although our pilot, which was
accompanied by a sensitization campaign and
involved farmers with existing relations to the
research centre, cannot be compared to a national
or regional extension system, these insights suggest
that digital advisory delivery can generate useful
numbers for monitoring and evaluation of extension.
The early impact evaluation of Ushauri showed
some eﬀects on adoption of recommended practices.
On average, users of Ushauri claimed to have
implemented a higher number of new practices than
non-users. It is not fully clear to which extent this
diﬀerence can be credited to Ushauri, as social desir-
ability bias may have led to exaggeration. In addition,
the farmers had also received in-person trainings
about aﬂatoxin prevention from TARI-Naliendele. In
the future, more thorough randomized control trials
should disaggregate adoption rates of in-person
trained farmers vs. farmers using Ushauri, as well as
considering long term eﬀects.
4.3 Implications of the user-centred design
process for the design product
The use of a user-oriented design methodology has
helped to generate important insights that shaped
the design product from the very beginning. For
example, recognizing the popularity of both agricul-
tural radio and phone calls among target users,
through initial context exploration, narrowed down
our design space. This avoided investing into proto-
typing around other available options, such as an
SMS-based service, and thus likely contributed to
increased service adoption by farmers. The employ-
ment of a participatory methodology is a promising
strategy to avoid strong design-reality gaps in ICT4D
projects (Masiero, 2016). During the prototyping work-
shops, important information about the perception
and the usability of the service came up, such as the
importance of integrating diﬀerent perspectives
within the same audio.
Our application of user-centred design was,
however, not without limitations. During the prototyp-
ing sessions, users (farmers and extension agents)
voiced only little criticism of the concepts suggested
by the researchers, contributing mostly small modiﬁ-
cations to the intended design. Research participants
may have been biased by the (perceived) seniority
of participating research staﬀ. Avoiding ‘insider-outsi-
der tension’, which frequently arises in participatory
projects, requires (a) research partners with a close
relationship to the participating communities; (b) the
use of appropriate methodologies that allow the
participants to express themselves openly, and (c) a
substantial commitment in research time (Minkler,
2004).
With an average SUS of 80, farmers rated the
system usability better than the average for IVR ser-
vices, which is 73.8 (Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2008).
Nevertheless, the SUS scores should be read carefully
since there are some factors that could bias the results.
A very important one is that the survey is oﬃcially for-
mulated in English, and some terms and sentences
can be diﬃcult to understand for non-native English
speakers (Finstad, 2006).
4.4 Insights from the pilot implementation
Most farmers called only during the early period of the
pilot. There are several plausible explanations for this.
Firstly, the unusually high cost of calling, may have
refrained farmers from calling. Secondly, the number
of audio messages oﬀered through the hotline was
low. Most farmers may have listened to their topics
of interest already early into the pilot phase. Thirdly,
farmers may have been interested mainly because of
initial curiosity in the new technology rather than
the content. For the future, it should be tested if
updating call-in services with new contents on a
regular basis would stimulate farmers’ interest and
increase call traﬃc.
Many callers hung up while navigating the IVR
menu, without reaching an end node. Since the rate
of such ‘failed calls’ did not decline over time, this
suggests that other reasons, beyond farmers’ initial
inability to use the service, limited farmers’ use of
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the service. Calls may have been interrupted by cuts in
network connection or battery charge (Wyche & Stei-
nﬁeld, 2016). Also the farmer might have chosen to
preserve costly airtime (see below). Call-in services
should preserve farmers’ potentially scarce resources
by being accessible as fast as possible, for example
by providing access to the decision tree via USSD,
and at aﬀordable prices or using toll-free numbers.
Before starting the pilot phase, extension agents
had been trained on the utilization of the online plat-
form for answering farmers’ questions. During these
sessions, it was noted that, despite owning a smart-
phone, some agents had diﬃculties using a browser
and its diﬀerent functions. The ‘smartphone divide’
among diﬀerent types of users of this device has
been described before (Park & Lee, 2015). This limit-
ation needs to be considered by designers of future
digital services, who should emphasize user-friendli-
ness and intuitiveness in the design of online inter-
faces targeted at users who rarely surf the internet.
During the trainings, we also experienced weak inter-
net connectivity. This challenge may be overcome in
the future. Mobile internet currently covers 70% of
sub-Saharan Africa and this number is growing
rapidly. Data bundles are getting cheaper to mobile
users. The network speed available to farmers and
extension agents is increasing as well, especially with
the ongoing conversion from 3G to 4G (GSMA,
2019b). But to overcome the problem in the short
term, some functions of Ushauri could be made avail-
able oﬄine (e.g. recording an answer), and contents
could be synchronized as soon as there is internet
connectivity.
4.5 Challenges and opportunities for scaling
In this study, the service was tested in one region, pro-
viding advice about one crop and targeting a limited
number of lightly trained farmers. A remaining ques-
tion is how the service could be scaled up, providing
advice about several crops, covering a large number
of farmers and a larger geographical area. Providing
advice about multiple crops may require the IVR
menu to becomemore complex, which might increase
attrition and increase the rate of failed calls. By
requesting callers to answer a few initial questions
about themselves through the IVR, the service could
prioritize information in a household-speciﬁc way,
and thereby limit the number of subsequent choices
that callers need to make (Steinke et al., 2019b).
In our pilot, farmers were registered by extension
agents. Reaching farmers that have little interaction
with extension services, however, may require other
ways of registering users, for example, through SMS
or in agro-vet shops. Scaling to include diﬀerent
agro-ecological zones may require re-creating the
same service multiple times, as advisory contents
may diﬀer. This could be facilitated by providing
extension staﬀ with script templates for the audio
messages, where only location-speciﬁc details need
to be changed in the recording process. Furthermore,
if the number of targeted crops, users and geographi-
cal coverage grows, some central supervision is
needed for updating the audios based on analysis of
users’ information needs.
While our proof-of-concept study was subsidized,
out-scaling of an Ushauri-style information service
might need sustainable funding to cover its cost.
Costs are incurred for the creation of advisory
audios, maintenance of the online platform, and
sending push-calls to farmers. Staﬀ time for answering
farmers’ questions is another cost, but as we show, the
system could also provide savings in staﬀ time. Cost
recovery could involve new revenues from the
private sector, for example through advertisement.
On the other hand, costs could reduce, for example
through bulk purchases of airtime by the government
or special agreements between the government and
telecommunication companies. The costs of phone
calls may drop substantially with increasing volumes.
For our pilot, it was not possible to establish an IVR
hotline with a Tanzanian number. Instead, farmers
called a Kenyan landline number, which cost an inter-
national call rate of USD 0.28/minute and may have
discouraged farmers from calling. Under a more realis-
tic scenario of a domestic hotline number – for
example, calling the same number from within
Kenya – can be as low as USD 0.006/minute. Even
so, reaching the most marginalized parts of the
farming population may still be challenging, as not
all households have access to a mobile phone.
Another concern is that poor households may not
maintain credit in the phone throughout the entire
year, or prioritize other uses of airtime over agricul-
tural information access (Wyche & Steinﬁeld, 2016).
Oﬀering the service via a toll-free number would
allow maximum accessibility, but implies that the
cost of farmers’ calls needs to be borne by the exten-
sion provider.
The establishment of Ushauri at national level
would require governmental support. Tanzania has
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included the increased use of ICT within its national
policy objectives for the agricultural sector (URT,
2013). The country’s current long-term agricultural
development strategy, however, does not designate
any speciﬁc actions to promote and facilitate digital
development (URT, 2015). Recent experiences with
promising digital solutions for public agricultural
extension in Tanzania have, thus, highlighted several
policy needs: Up-scaling successful pilots has been
challenging due to the need for training extension
agents in ICT usage and the widespread lack of
modern devices and stable internet connectivity and
electricity at extension centres. The high cost of
necessary investments in infrastructure and devices
have so far hindered greater policy-maker support
for establishing new communication procedures in
agricultural extension (Barakabitze et al., 2015; Mlozi
et al., 2016).
4.6 Remaining research needs
The results presented in this paper correspond to the
ﬁrst design iteration of Ushauri. Furnished with the
insights generated during this research period, the
platform can be reﬁned and improved. In the future,
a running service could be used to further optimize
the diﬀerent components of the audio messages,
such as length, combination of voices, structure,
language and topics. This could be done by creating
diﬀerent versions of the service and its components,
and monitoring user interactions (A/B testing).
Further attention should be given to studying
farmers’ and extension agents’ user experiences with
the platform, since Ushauri relies on their ability and
will to interact with an online platform. Future iter-
ations of the platform could consider enhancing its
design to make it as inclusive and intuitive as possible
for farmers and extension agents. Evaluating the
impacts of Ushauri-style information services will
require determining to what extent farmers
implement the received advice on their farms. Infor-
mation on implemented practices can be collected
from farmers directly through the IVR interface
(Eitzinger et al., 2019).
5. Conclusion
Our study shows that, ﬁrstly, a mobile advisory service,
created through a user-centred design process, can
help to address the communication and information
challenges of Sustainable Intensiﬁcation. During the
pilot, a high share of farmers actively used the
service, demonstrating its potential to improve
farmers’ access to agricultural information. Secondly,
the service supports adaptive management and itera-
tive improvement of the provided advice, as the stan-
dard contents can be recurrently modiﬁed and
completed in response to farmers’ questions. This
addresses the need for an evolving, adaptive knowl-
edge service, which is crucial to the SI paradigm.
Thirdly, the study shows how this type of service can
enhance the eﬀectiveness of extension. By answering
similar questions, from diﬀerent farmers, with the
same answer message, extension agents were able to
reduce their workload. This demonstrates that advisor-
farmer communication through voice messages can
increase the eﬃciency of advisory services, allowing
extension staﬀ to answer a higher number of farmers’
questions than through conventional communication
channels (phone calls). Lastly, the study shows how
the use of Ushauri generates performance metrics
that can inform decision-makers on the performance
of the extension service. The use of a participatory
methodology helped to craft a service that ﬁts local con-
texts, including the speciﬁc communication challenges
and opportunities. Engaging with the public extension
service throughout the design process fostered owner-
ship, which provides opportunities for future uptake
and institutional embedding of the service.
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